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ASSOCIATE Professor Jason Tan Eng
Thye at the National Institute of Educa-
tion specialises in education policy,
and has been analysing the school rank-
ing system since it was introduced in
1992.

He talks about the latest move to
scrap the banding system.

L Why was ranking necessary in the
first place?
The British began publishing their
school ranking tables in 1992. We start-
ed in the same year.

The idea at the time, borrowed
from the West, was that the schools
had been stagnating for so long
because they had not been exposed to
market forces. So we needed ranking
to make them wake up, make them
more responsive to consumer demand,
just like in the marketplace.

The Ministry of Education (MOE)
touted competition as the way to go,
in order – supposedly – to improve
the overall quality of education for all
students.

The theory appeared appealing at
first glance: to keep everyone on their
toes so they would improve. The trou-
ble in the real world was there wasn’t a
level playing field.

L What effect did it have on the
education system?
Schools had to keep competing to
attract the desirable students, the ones
who would boost the school’s ranking.
There was a disincentive for school
heads to dedicate their schools solely
to struggling students or those who
had discipline or morale problems,
because a school would have to put in
that much more effort and time with
such students.

You could already see in the
mid-90s an element of strategising on
the part of the schools. By 1995, some
schools had already taken English liter-
ature off the syllabus because allegedly
it was harder to score well in it.

In response to complaints that the
original ranking system was overly
focused on academic outcomes, MOE
then tried in 2004 to assess schools on
a wider spectrum of achievements.

But this simply extended the strate-
gising from the academic to non-aca-
demic arena.

For example, some schools have
abolished co-curricular activities that
don’t bring in any awards. Some have
resorted to recruiting most or all of
their playing teams in strategic sports
from overseas.

If you think about it from the view-

point of providing opportunities for all
students, it is at odds with a holistic
education.

A lot of the time, students pick up
values not so much in the classroom as
through personal observation of what
school teachers and heads are doing. If
they see for themselves that the school
is sending the signal that winning is
what we’re all about, it teaches them
that the ends justify the means.

L Will scrapping banding end the
obsession with academic performance?
The trouble is, there’s always the infor-
mal grapevine. Even if you don’t band
the schools any more, there will
always be this group of parents and stu-
dents who will want to know. Despite
MOE’s repeated claims that every
school is a good school, parents’ and
students’ behaviours show that they
don’t subscribe to that.

L Why is this move necessary and why
now?
The minister (Mr Heng Swee Keat) is
trying to redress the imbalance that
was in large part brought about by the
marketisation of education in the last
two decades.

I guess he must have been hearing
feedback that some things have swung
too far, that something needs to be
done pretty fast to make sure that Sin-
gapore’s ideals of meritocracy can be
realised for more students than is cur-
rently the case.

You have to bear in mind too the
increasing public disquiet over income
inequality.

Education has become the primary
means to attain socio-economic mobili-
ty. That’s part of the meritocratic ide-
ology, that everyone gets a fair shot
and you compete equally in the
schools, and you can go on to do well
in life. However, more and more
research shows that this inter-genera-
tional social mobility is in danger of
slowing down.

In our current set-up, a child’s suc-
cess will depend more and more on
parental intervention and strategising.
It can turn into what some people call
a “parentocracy”, rather than meritoc-
racy. Instead of it being based on your
own academic merit, it’s in danger of
being swamped by your parents’ active
strategising – for example, with pri-
vate tuition.

L How do you think the change will
shape the education landscape?
I hope this will help provide less advan-
taged schools and students with more
opportunities to develop students all
round. It’s tough for the principal of a
less prestigious school to attract talent-
ed students. There’s no way their offer
of preferential admission can stack up
against that from a branded school.

My hope is that this will go some
way at least towards redressing the
worrying trend of strategising by
schools and an increasingly uneven

playing field.
But it won’t go all the way because

the whole system is still very preoccu-
pied with academic success. Sad to
say, that’s a major yardstick by which
many parents and students still assess
the worth of a school.

This is part of a preliminary
attempt to make the playing field more
level, but it won’t go the entire way.
There are still elements – such as
Direct School Admission – that lend
themselves well to parental and
schools’ strategising. But in fairness to
the minister, we can’t expect him to
totally turn things around right away.

L What’s your advice for parents in
choosing the right school for their kids,
now that there is no more banding?
Ultimately, the important decision has
to be: What’s best for my child?

It’s not just the top-end schools
that are worthy of consideration.
There are plenty of schools that are try-
ing in their own way to provide chil-
dren with a well-rounded education.

A lot will depend on the involve-
ment of the parent.

For example, attending open hous-
es, collecting brochures, reading
online forums, talking to your friends
and relatives.

The difficulty is that not every par-
ent is well-placed to do that kind of
thing. If only every parent could be
this active.
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TRENDING
A look at the talk of the week

Meritocracy has
been undermined
by marketisation
of education

What it’s all about
THIS week, Education Minister Heng Swee
Keat announced that the banding of
secondary schools would be scrapped
immediately, while the various excellence
and achievement awards that schools vie for
will be removed from 2014.

Instead, schools will be recognised for
best practices in engaging students,
developing caring teachers and partnering
parents, with $55 million to be pumped in
over the next five years to help schools
develop their niche areas.

The rationale given for the change: The
focus on academic measures brought about
by banding would stand in the way of the
Education Ministry’s vision of making every
school a good school.

What’s the buzz?
THE move is a major shake-up for what has
long been a defining feature of Singapore’s
education system. Ranking was first
introduced in 1992 and replaced by banding
in 2004.

It is also the latest in a series of bold
actions taken by Mr Heng to focus more on
values and character-based education.

The scrapping of banding, however, has
evoked mixed responses.

Many cheer the move as a recognition of
the principle that a “good school” should be
measured by multiple yardsticks, and not
just academic results.

But some worry that the change will leave
the field ambiguous. Without some form of
comparison, they say, parents will find it
harder to choose a school for their children,
and newer schools may find it harder to
establish their reputation.

Sceptics also believe that doing away with
banding will not remove Singaporeans’
obsession with academic grades, and expect
shadow rankings or bandings to emerge.

Why it matters
IN SINGAPORE’S highly competitive
education system, a student’s O-level results
can have a far-reaching impact on his
chances of getting into the right tertiary
institution – and even his job prospects.

Parents will thus naturally want to get
their children into a “good” secondary
school that will set them on the right path.

Critics of the banding system say it has
resulted in an over-emphasis on academic
performance and caused unhealthy
competition among schools, to the detriment
of other aspects of a well-rounded
education, like sports, the arts and character
development.

They thus cheer the latest move, which
they believe can put schools back on the
path of producing well-rounded students.

At a more fundamental level, Mr Heng’s
move could add to Singapore’s efforts to
nurture a society in which different forms of
success can be recognised and celebrated,
starting with its youth.

What’s next
HOW successful the removal of banding is
will depend very much on how schools and
parents respond.

In 2004, then Education Minister
Tharman Shanmugaratnam tried to shift the
focus beyond academic grades. In replacing
ranking with banding, the ministry also
started to make available information on how
well schools developed their students in
non-academic areas such as sports and the
arts.

But almost a decade on, the majority of
parents and schools still appear to be focused
on grades. It may well take years more for
this to change.
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Levelling playing field for kids
Banding of
secondary schools
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Installment Plan

Nature Enclave Central Store
601, Pan-I Complex, Sims Drive
S387382 (along Geylang Lor 17)
Tel: 6746 1180
Buses: 64 & 125
Nearest MRT: Aljunied

Nature Enclave Main Store
27 Kaki Bukit Place,
Eunos Techpark S416205
Tel: 6229 5649
Buses: 5, 15, 58, 59 & 87

All showrooms open daily 11am – 8pm.

Nature Enclave East Store
4 Changi South Lane, Nan Wah
Building S486127 (near S’pore
Expo Hall & opp. ITE College East)
Tel: 6229 5648
Buses: 2 & 9
Nearest MRT: Tanah Merah

WEEKEND 40% OFF
ALLTEAK WOOD FURNISHINGS

NEW LEATHER GALLERY
8 Ubi Road 2 #01-07 Zervex Building S408538
(near HQ S'pore Civil Defence) Tel: 6229 5653
Buses: 58, 90, 93, 151 & 151E Nearest MRT: Tai Seng

HQ EXPORT SHOWROOM
27, Kaki Bukit Place, Eunos Techpark
S416205 Tel: 6229 5649
Buses: 5, 15, 59, &87

20,000 sq. ft. EAST CONCEPT STORE
4 Changi South Lane, Nan Wah Building S486127
(near S'pore Expo Hall & opp. ITE College East)
Tel: 6229 5648 Buses: 2 & 9 Nearest MRT: Tanah Merah

25,000 sq. ft. WHOLESALE CENTRE
601, Pan-I Complex, Sims Drive S387382 (along Geylang Lor 17)
Tel: 6746 1180 Buses: 64 & 125 Nearest MRT: Aljunied

All showrooms open daily 11am — 8pm.

29th ANNIVERSARY PRICE ATTACK!

Visit the NEW
LEATHER GALLERY

conveniently located
at UBI ZERVEX for

fantastic deals!

Full Leather Contour High Back
L-Shaped Sofa Set (L2.12m X W1.60m)

(Long version L2.65m X W1.60m available at $1,999)

U.P.: $2,889

NOW: $1,799
U.P.: $2,489

NOW: $1,899
$29 Floor Rug (worth $299) with any

Full Leather L-Shaped Sofa purchased

$29 Full Leather Stool (worth $148) with
any Full Leather 3-Seater Sofa purchased

$29 SPECIALS!FREE!
Limited-edition

Lorenzo umbrella with
any purchase at

EAST CONCEPT STORE
located at Changi

South Lane.

Solid Teak 3-Seater Sofa Set
U.P.: $1,499 Less 40% NOW: $899

NEW ARRIVALS!

Sinuous Spring Base Full Leather
3-Seater Sofa Set with

Adjustable Headrest

U.P.: $2,698

NOW: $1,699
U.P.: $2,464

NOW: $1,399
Sinuous Spring Base Full

Leather 3-Seater Sofa Set

All NEW! High Back
Full Leather L-Shaped

Sofa Set (Length 3m)

IT MUST have been a lovely sight to
the royal couple.

A typical heartland scene from
Singapore, with healthy elderly folk
practising their taiji and silat in a
playground while children swing
about gaily from monkey bars.

That was what the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge saw when
they dropped by Queenstown this
week.

Only, it was 3pm.
A time when very few children

would be caught frolicking in a
baking playground, and certainly no

uncles will be practising taiji under
the afternoon sun.

Netizens spotted the discrepancy
straightaway, with one snapping a
photograph of the scene a short
while before the royal couple
arrived, and one as they were
walking through.

The first showed an empty
playground, with a crowd lined
along a path waiting for Will and
Kate. Minutes later, it would seem,
the playground was the most
popular spot for taiji practitioners
and children in Queenstown.

“Wayang!” protested some
netizens.

“I think some of the uncles in the
playground can win the Golden
Horse award for Best Acting,”
quipped popular blogger mrbrown.

Others criticised the organisers of
the visit for “staging” it.

Organisers explained that they
never meant to give the idea that
this was a typical scene in a housing
estate at 3pm; they just wanted to
give the royal couple a “snapshot”
of Singapore life.

In any case, it appears that Prince

William was fully aware of the show
put on for him.

According to Tanjong Pagar GRC
MP Indranee Rajah, he had asked if
Singaporeans really did practise taiji
and silat in the afternoon.

“I explained that they wouldn’t
do so at 3pm because it’s hot, and
that these groups were just here to
demonstrate,” she said.

“It was explained to our visitors
that we were just showcasing
activities.”

Guess they were just getting the
royal treatment.

SOUNDBITE

The fact is there is no single
yardstick to measure how
‘good’ our schools are.
– Education Minister Heng Swee Keat

 

Wayang? It’s a ‘snapshot’ of S’pore life for royal visit
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